The Gravestone Exhibition – the debut edition is to be held from 2nd to 4th June within the scope
of the International Funeral and Cemetery Fair NECROEXPO

2017.

There is much more to professional funeral services than the interment and funeral formalities; a comprehensive
service scope has recently been expanded to include grave stone selection and purchase. The funeral services
sector has been rapidly developing; in order to keep the pace with the changes we have resolved to hold
the Gravestone Exhibition. We thus want to meet the demand of the exhibitors and expand the exhibition
branch range. We believe that this will make the expo even more attractive.
Not only has the exhibition become Poland's largest business sector expo; in the recent years it has also grown
to be the biggest Central and Eastern Europe's funeral and cemetery trade fair. The Polish expo also enjoys
the largest number of business insiders who are the trade fair visitors. The exhibition brings visitors from
almost 20 countries of the world. The Targi Kielce's trade fair is held on alternating years. Additionally
the exhibition is accompanied with Poland's largest Stock Exchange of Used Hearses and Electric Vehicles
New models of coffins launched into the market, urns, state of the art computer software for funeral service
management or for cemetery administration – these are just a few examples of novelties and curiosities
put on display in Targi Kielce. Companies which deal in funeral ceremony accessories manufacturing also
present their latest offer at the expo. The exhibition creates a unique chance to become familiar with the diversity
of offer in this business sector, ranging from transport services, through conducting a funeral ceremony
to cemetery design, maintenance and administration.
This year's exhibition edition has been complemented with the Florist Expo and the Gravestone Exhibition.
It is our ambition and aspiration to satisfy the exhibitors' demand as well as to provide world class services;
thus we have resolved to expand the trade fair offer.
The Gravestone Exhibition is a perfect showcase for grave-stone producers and distributors and a meeting
platform with funeral houses which wish to expand the scope of their services. You are most welcome to join
and create the Exhibition. This new exhibition demonstrates the potentials for becoming an indispensable
part of NECROEXPO; one of Europe's largest and most prominent funeral sector trade fairs.
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